Moving Day
Checklist
by A Friend With A Truck Movers LLC

Moving Day Checklist
01
02
03
01–06

Expect a call from the movers 30 min prior to their arrival.
Give them any special parking instructions they need to
know.

Meet the movers outside your home/business.

Once they park the truck in its loading position inspect the
back of the truck to be clean and clear of any other items
besides moving supplies/tools.
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04

05

The foreman will go over the
moving contract with you and
reverify that all the information
for the move is correct, and
you have completed all the
required forms for your move.

Give the movers a walkthrough of your
residence. They will match the inventory
list from your contract with the actual
inventory on site. Give them any special
instructions at this time. You can point
out any items that you have special
concerns for, or items that you do not
want them to move.

06

07

08

Once the inventory is verified
the movers will begin to load
your items.

During moving day, the
movers may take breaks for
water, snacks, etc. and they
will make you aware of these
breaks. Keep in mind movers
work best when they are well
hydrated and fed.

The movers will let you know when they
think they have loaded all the items to be
taken. Perform a final walkthrough to
make sure nothing has been missed. If all
the items have been loaded give them the
OK to close the truck.

09

Discuss with your movers how you
would like to go to the next stop
and any parking instructions. The
movers will drive to your new
residence for the unload. You may
want to follow or lead the truck, or
they may just meet you at the new
location. It is common for movers
to take lunch breaks during the
transit or to stop for gas stations.
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10

Once the movers arrive for the
unload walk them through the new
location and give some general
direction on room locations and
where items will go.

11

The movers will begin to unload the
truck. It is important that someone
stays in contact with the movers
during the unload to tell them where
items go. Have a plan prior to the
unload so the movers do not have to
move something multiple times, or
place it in the wrong area.

12

Once the truck is unloaded do a final
walkthrough. Make sure items are
placed where you would like, and
furniture is assembled if necessary.

13

After you give the OK that all
services are complete the foreman
will go over the final billing with you.
You will be asked to sign your
contract that all services are
complete and pay the balance due.

Ready to Move?
Reach us at
ONLINE FORM
www.afwatmovers.com
PHONE
(913) 944-0013

EMAIL ADDRESS
contactus@afwatmovers.com
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